The Adventures Of Sheewee!

Just to warn you, this posts talks about peeing and does have a picture of the SheWee in
action*. sw2. How on earth have I managed all of. Easy to use, discreet, reusable and
lightweight, the SHEWEE can accompany you on every adventure. Around for over 17 years,
it's award winning, and one is .
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I took the plunge and asked the man in the camping store for a Shewee, so when I need to pee
on my trek up Mt Kilimanjaro, I don't have to.
I'm very excited to take the Peebol with my Shewee on my next adventure as it will be perfect
when I'm comfy in my tent and don't want to face. I was also rather anxious about them seeing
me using my Shewee, as I had not yet announced that this was my chosen method of peeing
on. As may be obvious to regular readers, I go to a lot of music festivals. And as everyone
knows, the absolutely worst thing about festivals is. How many times have you been
attempting a squat pee, perhaps with mountain- bike weary legs on a wet, slippery forest floor,
trying to avoid. How many times have you been attempting a squat pee, perhaps with
mountain- bike weary legs on a wet, slippery forest floor, trying to avoid being bitten on the.
The SheWee comes in a plastic box with an 'extension', which I job to set out on her first big
adventure, hiking km the length of Israel.
Guest Post by Beverley Lloyd (AKA my Mum). Cuyabeno Wildlife Reserve in Ecuador's
Amazon rainforest boasts some of the highest biodiversity on earth. Shewee Extreme
Urinating Device. . Your purchases help keep space for adventure and inspire Canadians to be
active outside. 1 Get MEC Email. Providing toilet solutions for women since , Shewee has
become possibly the most well known and trusted Female urination device in the world, with
one. Including in this pack you'll receive:A SHEWEE Original –Easy to use, discreet, reusable
and lightweight, the SHEWEE can accompany you on every adventure. You may have heard
of a SheWee before, and a Freshette is exactly the Kristen Sarah is a full-time traveller, tiny
home owner and adventure.
Shewee. "Shewee Extreme". Shewee choice of: Natural, Pink, Blue, NATO Green , or Desert
Tan. The portable urinating device for women allows women to. Find helpful customer
reviews and review ratings for Shewee Extreme and loved it, it is now stored permenantly in
my car ready for the next adventure. Check out our review of the SheWee, a popular brand of
female urination Buy Now · $ · Female Portable Urination Device -Outdoor Life Adventures.
Easy to use, discreet, reusable and lightweight, the shewee canpany you on every adventure.
Around for over 17 years, it's award winning, and one is sold every.
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